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CAPSULE 

The Israeli cloud seeding experiments are traced from their modern inception in 1961 to 

the pinnacle of success they achieved following the reports of statistically significant results in 

the first two experiments followed by a decline in status.  The purpose of this account is to 

examine why we went through this cycle; that the Israeli experiments really had not proven 

increases in rain following so many positive assessments to that effect by so many scientists and 

organizations.  It is hoped that we will learn from this account in how to avoid a future “rise and 

fall.” 

 

ABSTRACT 

  

 The Israeli seeding program is traced from its modern inception in 1961 to the pinnacle 

of success it achieved after the statistically-significant results of the first two randomized 

experiments, Israel-1 and Israel-2,  had been reported and how the early “ripe for-seeding” cloud 

reports laid the foundation for the virtually unanimous view that those experiments had provided 

proof that cloud seeding had significantly increased rainfall. 

The peak was followed by an erosion of status that began in 1988 with cloud reports at 

variance with those of the experimenters followed by the full reporting of Israel-2 crossover 

results in 1990 which revealed a null result.  Later, interim and final reports for a third long-term 

randomized experiment, Israel-3, in the early1990s suggested rain had been decreased due to 

seeding.   This fall in status was accelerated when independent re-analyses of Israel-1 and 2 

appeared in 1995 that concluded natural rain distributions were misperceived as due to seeding. 
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A second independent reanalysis for the north target of Israel-2 in 2010 also found evidence for 

that natural rainfall distributions were misperceived as due to seeding. 

Finally, two independent evaluations of Israel’s operational seeding program that began 

in 1975 found no indications that runoff was being increased by seeding.  The program was 

terminated after 32 years. 

Cloud studies over the past 30 years have indicated that the clouds of Israel are generally 

unsuitable for seeding due to their high precipitating efficiency and the high temperatures (>-

10°C) at which ice onsets, findings that likely explain the null statistical results in seeding 

experiments. 

The purpose of this holistic account is to examine how we got to this bleak end, that the 

Israeli experiments really had not proven increases in rain after all following so many positive 

assessments by so many scientists and organizations.  It is hoped that we will learn from this 

account in how to avoid a future “rise” followed by a “fall.” 
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1.  The impact of the first two Israeli randomized cloud seeding experiments  1	

  2	

 “Almost every review of the status of weather modification published since 1970 has 3	

described the Israeli experiments as providing the most convincing evidence available 4	

anywhere that cloud seeding can, in fact, increase average rainfall over an area. The credibility of the 5	

reported rainfall increases from Israel I and Israel II is due to impressive compilations of statistics and to Dr. 6	

Gagin 's cloud physics studies, which provided a plausible explanation for the rainfall increases suggested by 7	

the statistical analyses.”               --------------A. S. Dennis (1989), part of his preface to the    8	

     Memorial Issue of the J. Appl. Meteor. 9	

 10	

No experiments in the history of cloud seeding have had more impact on the world of  11	

cloud seeding than the first two long-term randomized experiments conducted in Israel by 12	

scientists at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem (HUJ) between 1961 and 1975.  The apparently 13	

successful results of these experiments, Israel-1 and Israel-22, were cited in numerous 14	

meteorology textbooks as singular successes in cloud seeding from introductory ones (e.g., 15	

Neiburger et al. 1982; Moran et al. 1991; Lutgens and Tarbuck 1995) to those at graduate levels 16	

(e.g., Wallace and Hobbs 1977; Dennis 1980; Young 1993).  Moreover, it led to attempts at 17	

transferring the Israeli results to Spain (Vali 1988) and Italy (List et al. 1999) and influenced 18	

nearby Arab countries to try cloud seeding.  19	

These two experiments were also hailed in reviews by expert scientific panels, 20	

organizations and by leading individual scientists in the field as cloud seeding successes (e.g., 21	

																																																													
2 The experimenters and others have used a variety of terms for these experiments over the 

decades using both roman numerals and Arabic numbers:  experiment I and I;, Israeli 1 and 2;   

Israeli I and II; and Israel-1 and -2.  Here we use Israel-1, etc., as suggested by Reviewer 2. 
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Sax et al. 1975; Tukey et al. 1978a; b; Simpson 1979; Grant and Cotton 1979; List 1980; Mason 22	

1980; 1982; Amer. Meteor Soc. 1984; Silverman 1986; Braham (1986), Cotton (1986); World 23	

Meteorological Organization 1986; 1988; 1992; Dennis 1989, Cotton and Pielke 1995).  Typical 24	

of media reports was a summary of cloud seeding by Kerr (1982), who described the first two 25	

Israeli experiments in this way: “Cloud Seeding: One Success in 35 years3.”  26	

But should they have been that “one success”?  In the years following this acclaim, cloud 27	

reports and re-analyses began to cast doubt on it, eventually leading to the general conclusion 28	

expressed by Silverman (2001) that those first two experiments had not proven rain increases due 29	

to seeding after all.  However, those at the institution that reported these experiments continue to 30	

believe that the experiments are viable proofs of cloud seeding effectiveness.   31	

The purpose of this account is to examine in detail how and why we went through this 32	

rise and fall cycle, that the Israeli experiments really had not proven increases in rain after all 33	

after so many positive assessments by so many scientists and organizations had concluded that 34	

they had.  It is hoped that we will learn from this account in how to avoid a future “rise and fall.” 35	

The story told here is one of the most compelling chapters in the field of cloud seeding, 36	

one that has taken more than 50 years to play out.  And, as many findings are within the domain 37	

of cloud seeding (e.g., Changnon and Lambright 1990), it has been steeped in controversy.  In 38	

this case, it has been between those from the institution from which the reports of seeding 39	

successes and cloud descriptions originated and the external skeptics who investigated those 40	

claims and found them lacking.    41	

																																																													
3	Corrections and comments on Kerr’s 1982 article were made by P. V. Hobbs, S. Changnon and 

R. Semonin later that year (Science, 218, 42-43).  
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However, as of Freud et al. 2015, there is general agreement that the clouds of Israel 42	

exhibit a high precipitation efficiency with the onset of precipitation in clouds with tops between 43	

-3°C and -5°C, making them generally unsuitable for glaciogenic seeding.  A hoped-for 44	

exception, where more supercooled water is likely to be found in Israeli clouds, is in the 45	

mountainous Golan Heights of Israel where a new randomized experiment,  “Israel-4” has just 46	

completed completed its 7th season as of the end of the 2019-2020 rain season; no preliminary 47	

results have been reported, however.   48	

I am well-acquainted with these experiments.  As a skeptic of the experimenters’ cloud 49	

descriptions, I traveled to Israel for an 11-week cloud investigation4, from January through mid-50	

March 1986.  The results were published in Rangno 1988 (hereafter, R88).   I also carried out re-51	

analyses of the Israel-1 and 2 experiments (Rangno and Hobbs 1995a, hereafter, RH95a), the 52	

latter subject to numerous “Comments5” (Rosenfeld 1997; Dennis and Orville 1997; Woodley 53	

1997; Ben-Zvi 1997 and “Replies” (Rangno and Hobbs 1997a, b, c, d, e). 54	

This review begins with descriptions of the first two experiments, their initial convincing 55	

results followed by the associated “ripe-for-seeding” cloud descriptions by the experimenters 56	

that made the statistical results most convincing.  Overall, this review supports the views of 57	

Bruintjes (1999) and Silverman’s (2001) that the Israel-1 and Israel-2 experiments had not, after 58	

all, demonstrated a bona fide increase in rainfall by cloud seeding or that they have been 59	

																																																													
4The primary inspiration for an on-site cloud investigation was the rejection of my “Note-sized” 

paper in 1983 asserting that the clouds of Israel were not being described correctly and too little 

seeding had taken place to effect a statistically significant result. 

5 An American Meteorological Society record for the number of pages of “comments” and 

“replies” published in a journal. 
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significantly weakened by recent work.  Most of the material here was not included in Bruintjes 60	

(1999) review or in that of Silverman’s (2001) cursory review, both of which included reviews of 61	

other experiments besides the Israeli ones6. 62	

 63	

2.   The rain season climate of Israel 64	

 65	

We begin with a brief introduction to the rain season in Israel.  The rain season in Israel 66	

runs from about mid-October through April and consists of about 50-70 days, the greater number 67	

in the north (Goldreich 2003).  Showers develop in cumuliform clouds as cold polar air masses 68	

exit the European Continent and move onto the warm waters of the Mediterranean Sea, enhanced 69	

into clusters or bands by traveling upper air troughs in the westerlies.  The showers become more 70	

scattered in coverage behind troughs as subsidence occurs.  Periods of showers are called “rainy 71	

spells” and often continue for several days. 72	

The air masses that move onto the Mediterranean from Europe contain considerable 73	

aerosols as the pass over the Mediterranean Sea.  However, as the clouds gain in stature much 74	

like lake-effect Cumulus clouds do, the increased mixing depth downstream helps reduce the 75	

impact of European aerosols; the same initial concentrations are dispersed over greater cloud 76	

depths. 77	

 78	

3.  The Israel-1 and 2 randomized cloud seeding experiments. 79	

 80	

																																																													
6 Silverman's 2001 cloud seeding review totaled more than 14,000 words, and that number does 

not include his nearly 500 word abstract and references.   
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a.  About the Israel-1 experiment 81	

 82	

This first of three two daily7 randomized cloud seeding experiments, begun in the late 83	

winter of 1961 had two targets, one of which was designated in advance to be seeded each day 84	

during the rain season of mid-October through April.  The Israel-1 experiment of six and a half 85	

rain seasons was a “crossover” experiment in which the results of seeding are combined from the 86	

two target areas (e.g., Neumann et al. 1967; Gabriel 1967a; b).  In a crossover experiment, one of 87	

the two targets is seeded every day; experimental data builds twice as fast compared to single 88	

target experiments (e.g., Neumann and Shimbursky 1972; Gabriel 1999).    89	

 The two seeding targets in Israel-1 were called, “north” and “center”, and were separated 90	

by a small “buffer zone” (BZ) that was left unseeded (Figure 1).  Due to the proximity of the 91	

targets, significant correlation (~0.8) in rainfall existed between each one as established in 92	

historical comparisons (e.g., Gabriel 1967a).  It is also assumed in crossover experiments that the 93	

natural cloud microstructure in the two targets is virtually identical and will respond to seeding 94	

in the same way.    95	

The seeding in Israel-1 was carried out by a single DC-3 aircraft flying at about 50 m s-1 96	

parallel to and within about 10 km of the coastline releasing silver iodide (AgI) at or just below 97	

cloud bases.  Cloud bases average about 700-800 m above sea level (Gabriel 1967a, Gagin and 98	

Neumann 1974, hereafter GN74a).   99	

																																																													
7 Israel-1 began as a weekly randomized experiment in 1961.  It was modified to a daily 

randomized experiment during the fall of the following winter season (Gabriel 1967a). 
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The line-seeding legs conducted upwind of each target at cloud base were 65-75 km each 100	

way.  This required about 20-25 min to complete one roundtrip seeding cycle8.  AgI released by 101	

the aircraft was expected to be ingested in updrafts to form the ice crystals needed to initiate 102	

precipitation by the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen (WBF) mechanism. In the WBF mechanism, 103	

ice particles grow in clouds containing supercooled liquid water or they grow where ice 104	

supersaturation exists even without the liquid phase.  It was generally believed in the 1960s that 105	

within the cloud top temperature range of -10° C to -20° C, that there would be few if any ice 106	

crystals along with abundant supercooled liquid water in such clouds (e. g., Fletcher 1962; 107	

Mason 1971).  The lower part of this temperature range is where the AgI that was used in both 108	

Israeli experiments was highly active in forming ice crystals.  Cloud tops in the temperature 109	

range above were reported to be common from radar data accumulated in Israel-2 (e.g, Gagin 110	

and Neumann 1976, hereafter GN76). 111	

Aircraft line-seeding was carried out for an average of 4 h per rain day for a total of about 112	

70 h upwind of each target per entire rain season (Gabriel 1967a, Table I).  Of these hours, an 113	

average of 42 h was carried out in the daytime and 28 h at night (Gabriel and Neumann 1978)9.   114	

Seeding was conducted when a “cloud seeding officer” (Gabriel 1967a) determined that 115	

cloud tops were colder than -5°C, generally above 3 km MSL in Israel. At night, it was assumed 116	

																																																													

8	Legs were shortened in those cases in which there were no clouds ahead (K. Rosner, “Chief 

Meteorologist”, Israeli experiments, personal communication, 1987. 
9 Single stations in Israel average about 50-70 days with measurable rain; the hours of rain at a 

single station are typified by the 120 h at Tel Aviv (e.g., Goldreich 2003).  The hours that rain is 

in progress within a seeding target per season would be considerably greater but are not known. 
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cloud tops were colder than -5°C if rain was observed.  117	

 Israel-1 ended with the 1966-67 rain season with 37810 experimental days (e.g., Wurtele 118	

1971).  The days culled were those that had measurable rain in the BZ in an effort to minimize 119	

the number of completely dry days in the targets11. 120	

 121	

  b.   Results of Israel-1 122	

 123	

Interim results from Israel-1 were first reported by Gabriel (1967a, b; Neumann et al. 124	

1967), followed by a report of the full experiment in a non-peer-reviewed, Final Report by 125	

Gabriel and Baras (1970).  The complete Israel-1 experiment description first appeared in the 126	

peer-reviewed literature by Wurtele (1971).  These reports indicated that a 15% increase in 127	

rainfall had been produced by seeding when the rainfall data from both the “north” and “center” 128	

targets were combined as the design specified.  Larger rainfall increases on seeded days were 129	

noted in the center target compared to the north target (e.g., Gabriel 1967a), and the suggested 130	

increases in rain due to seeding were larger farther inland from the aircraft seeding line (e.g., 131	

Gabriel and Baras 1970; Wurtele 1971, Gagin and Neumann 1974a, and Gagin and Neumann 132	

1974b, hereafter, GN74a and GN74b).  This latter finding was compatible with seeding logistics 133	

and the time of formation of rain once the AgI reached the low cloud temperatures (<-10° C) 134	

required for appreciable activation, generally above 4 km ASL. 135	

However, a discrepancy arose in the analysis by Wurtele (1971) that had not been noted 136	

in the analyses prior to 1970:  the greatest of all the apparent increases in rainfall due to seeding 137	

																																																													
10 This number has varied slightly from analysis to analysis. 

11 Rain often occurs in the northern part of Israel without rain in the BZ (RH95a). 
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was in BZ between the two targets on center seeded days.  This discovery was later inferred by 138	

the experimenters as an unintended effect of seeding of the BZ on center seeded days (e.g., 139	

Gabriel and Baras 1970; GN74a).  Wurtele (1971), however, had quoted the Chief Meteorologist 140	

of Israel-1, who stated that seeding could only have affected the BZ, “5-10% of the time” and 141	

“most likely less than 5%” of the hours that the center had been seeded.   142	

In the meantime, Brier et al. 1974, in an independent re-analysis, expanded the apparent 143	

increases in rainfall due to seeding into Lebanon and Jordan, while Sharon (1978) in a study 144	

comparing the size of rain systems on seeded days in Israel-1, concluded that they were 10 km 145	

larger in area than on non-seeded days. 146	

Except for the discrepancy in the BZ, Israel-1 was a very convincing outcome for a well-147	

designed experiment.  However, at this time, little was known about the clouds of Israel.  This 148	

was to change during Israel-2 when descriptions of Israeli clouds began to appear in the 149	

literature, ones highly supportive of potential for seeding (e.g., Patrich and Gagin, 1970; Gagin 150	

1971, Gagin and Steinhorn 1974). 151	

 152	

c. About the 1sraeli 2 experiment 153	

 154	

Israel-2 was carried out from 1969-70 through 1974-75 rain seasons. It was also designed 155	

as a crossover experiment patterned after Israel-1 in which random seeding took place in two 156	

target areas, this time called “north” and “south” (e.g., GN74a, Silverman 2001).  The north 157	

target was shifted inland from Israel-1, as was the aircraft line seeding path to improve targeting 158	

of the Sea of Galilee (a.k.a., Lake Kinneret) watershed, Israel’s primary natural fresh water 159	

source.  The south target area included the area of the “center” target of Israel-1 as well as a large 160	
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area to the south of the former “center” target (e.g., GN74a).   The same BZ as in Israel-1 was 161	

used in Israel-2 (Figure 2). 162	

A narrow coastal region located upwind of the north target area, one that exhibited a high 163	

correlation (r≈0.9) in historical rainfall with the north target, was designated as a control area at 164	

least as early as 1972, adding another evaluation dimension for that target in addition to the 165	

primary crossover one (GN74a12).    166	

The threshold maximum temperature for seeding in Israel-2 was lowered from that in 167	

Israel-1 from -5°C to -8°C (personal communication, K. Rosner, “chief meteorologist,” 1986). 168	

The amount of seeding was significantly increased from Israel-1 to Israel-2.  A second 169	

line-seeding aircraft was added, and a network of 42 generators was installed (National Academy 170	

of Sciences 1973, Appendix).   The ground generators were added for more effective seeding of 171	

the inland hill regions of Israel than had been the case in Israel-1 where only four ground 172	

generators were used, and those were in the far northeast corner of the country (GN74a).   173	

However, the amount of seeding in Israel-2 was not been reported and so a quantitative 174	

difference on the amount of treatment between the two experiments cannot be ascertained at this 175	

time. 176	

The Israel-2 experiment had several design/evaluation elements from which statistical 177	

results could be derived: a crossover design using the combined data from both targets as in 178	

Israel-1; a target/control design for the north target; single area evaluations for each target using 179	

the rainfall on their respective seeded and unseeded days;  and one using the alternate target’s 180	

rainfall on a target’s seeded day as the control rainfall.  One of the key advantages of the 181	

crossover method, as was described in GN74a, is to reduce storm bias on experimental days 182	

																																																													
12 Written in 1972 
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when the alternate target’s non-seeded rainfall is used as a control. 183	

The experimenters also had radar coverage during Israel-2 from the Israeli 184	

Meteorological Service’s (IMS) 3-cm wavelength radar from which to examine the echo tops of 185	

showers.  The radar data were to prove critical in illuminating results of seeding on various 186	

categories of modal echo top temperatures in conjunction with IMS rawinsonde data. 187	

 188	

d.   The results of Israel-2 189	

 190	

Preliminary results were reported for Israel-2 by GN74a and GN74b.  GN74a reported 191	

that the target/control evaluation of the first two years had produced statistically-significant 192	

indications of rain increases in the north target of about 20% (single area ratio of 1.2) in the north 193	

target while in the south target using the same statistic was “less than 1” (GN74a). GN74a noted 194	

that cloud tops were appreciably lower and warmer by an average of about 4°C in the south 195	

target than in the north target, and that seeding was likely going to be less effective there due to 196	

those higher cloud top temperatures.   197	

GN74b13 reported the results of Israel-2 after three and four seasons.  They reported 198	

results for the north target only, noting that rainfall in the south target was highly variable, and 199	

that it would take longer to determine any seeding results.  The results of seeding in the north 200	

target remained virtually the same from season three to season four, with indicated rainfall 201	

increases of 13 and 14 %, respectively.   202	

The greatest effect of seeding (statistically-significant) found by GN74b, was 203	

concentrated in the radar echo top temperature range of -15°C to -20°C, where prior calculations 204	

																																																													
13 Written in September 1973. 
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had suggested the greatest seeding effect should be contained given the belief that such clouds 205	

would be deficient in natural ice (e.g., Gagin and Steinhorn 1974).  206	

The results of the completed Israel-2 experiment were first reported by GN76, and later 207	

by Gagin and Neumann (1981, hereafter, GN81); and in a series of reports by Gagin 1981; Gagin 208	

1986, hereafter, G81 and G86 respectively), and by Gagin and Gabriel 1987, hereafter GG87).  209	

All these reports that suggested a 13% increase in rainfall due to seeding were confined to the 210	

north target using only the target/control evaluation method.  Larger increases were noted farther 211	

downwind from the cloud-base seeding line.  The results of seeding using the other 212	

methodologies were not reported. 213	

Radar top height measurements combined with rawinsonde data reinforced the earlier 214	

GN74b findings that the peak increase in rainfall on seeded days (46%) in the north target 215	

occurred when modal radar tops were between -16° and -21°C.  Much smaller increases 216	

indicated when modal tops were between -12°C and -15°C, and no increases in rain were found 217	

outside of -12°C to -21°C.  Radar top temperatures with seeding effects were not reported for the 218	

south target.   219	

Benjamini and Harpaz (1986) found evidence that the daily randomized experiment had 220	

increased runoff in streams and from springs over entire rain seasons.   However, none were 221	

statistically significant.  Ben-Zvi et al. (1987); Ben-Zvi (1988); and Ben-Zvi and Fanar (1996) 222	

followed with evaluations that found more robust indications of runoff and flow increases from 223	

springs, some of which were statistically significant.  Sharon (1990) combined the results of 224	

these studies by grouping them together and found still more statistically-significant indications 225	

of runoff or flow increases from springs over whole rain seasons that he attributed to seeding.  226	

The increased spring emissions when compared to historical data (15 years prior to Israel-2) was 227	
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about 10% and were confined to a central target zone northeast of the aircraft line seeding path 228	

(Sharon 1990). 229	

The results reported for Israel-2 north target appeared to offer an unambiguous 230	

confirmation of the rain increases due to seeding reported in Israel-1 for a wide scientific 231	

audience and as a stand-alone experiment (e.g., Tukey et al. 1978, Mason 1982, AMS 1984).   232	

The first two Israeli experiments, combined, as they had been reported, constituted 233	

formidable statistical evidence for a cloud seeding success in well-designed experiments having 234	

an exploratory phase followed by a confirmatory one.  Now, with reports of rain increases 235	

confined to modal echo top temperatures that ranged from -12° to -21°C, the experiments 236	

seemed complete as an unambiguous testimony to the effect of random seeding with AgI.   237	

The vast increase in seeding material released in Israel-2 compared with that in Israel-1 238	

seemed to have little effect on the results.  239	

 240	

e. The experimenters’ cloud microstructure reports 241	

 242	

“The body of inferred physical evidence appears to support the claims of physical 243	

plausibility for-the positive statistical results of the replicated Israeli experiments I and·II (Gagin 244	

and Neumann, 1981) and helps to explain, in retrospect why these experiments were so 245	

successful, and others were not (Tukey et al., 1978; Kerr, 1982).”   246	

       ------B. A. Silverman (1986) 247	

 248	
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A key ingredient buttressing the virtually unanimous acceptance of the statistical results 249	

of the Israeli experiments as proof of seeding efficacy were reports that the clouds of Israel were 250	

filled with great cloud seeding potential.  251	

Why did the clouds appear so ripe for cloud seeding? 252	

The experimenters reported on many occasions that ice crystal concentrations were quite 253	

low in Israeli clouds until their tops became colder than -21° C (e.g., Patrich and Gagin 1970; 254	

Gagin 1971; GN74a,b; Gagin 1975, hereafter G75, Gagin 1980, G81, G86).  These reports meant 255	

that most of the cumuliform clouds rolled into Israel from the Mediterranean Sea with bases 256	

averaging 8°C-9°C, were 3-5 km deep with tops >-21°C produced little or no rain; that is, until 257	

they were seeded.  According to these reports it took deeper, colder-topped natural clouds than 258	

these to produce significant natural rain (e.g., G75; GN76; GG87).  The lower part of the 259	

temperature range for inefficiently raining clouds, from -16° to -21°C was also where the AgI 260	

used in Israel-2 was highly active in nucleating activity, another point adding credibility to the 261	

statistical results. 262	

The wintertime cumuliform clouds of Israel were being described by the experimenters’ 263	

as mirror images of the microstructure that had been reported for the wintertime stratiform 264	

clouds in Colorado.  In both locales it was reported that there was a dearth of ice crystals until 265	

cloud tops were colder than -21°C (e.g., Grant 1968; G75).   Moreover, the reports from 266	

Colorado and Israel were also in agreement with summary reports like those of Fletcher (1962), 267	

Grant and Elliott (1974) and Cotton (1986) the latter two articles in particular purporting that a 268	

cloud top seeding “window” of opportunity existed for clouds with tops between -10°C and         269	

-25°C due to the belief that such supercooled clouds would be lacking in natural ice crystals.  270	

Thus, the Israeli experimenters’ reports of very low ice concentrations in clouds with tops 271	
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 > -21°C, and no ice in clouds with tops > -12°C to -14°C, fit the existing paradigm of ice in 272	

clouds and were widely accepted (e.g., Mossop 1985). 273	

 It was also reported by the experimenters, as it had been in Colorado, that the cloud 274	

seeding scourge of “ice multiplication” (Hobbs 1969, Dennis 1980) did not occur in Israeli 275	

clouds (e.g., G75; G81: G86; Figure 1, black dots).   “Ice multiplication” is where 100’s to 276	

1000’s more ice crystals are found in clouds than can be accounted for by standard ice nuclei 277	

concentrations as summarized by Fletcher (1962).  Ice multiplication is thought to severely 278	

reduce or eliminate cloud seeding potential in the kind of cloud seeding experiments carried out 279	

in Israel where small amounts of AgI are released (e.g., Dennis 1980).   280	

In both the exact temperature range in which seeding appeared to have produced the 281	

greatest results, and in the magnitude of the response to seeding (about 50% increases in 282	

precipitation), Israel-2 was a mirror image of the results that had been reported by Colorado 283	

scientists (e.g., Mielke et al. 1970; 1971; 1981).  It was a remarkable confluence of reports 284	

considering the different types of cloud systems seeded (cold stratiform vs. cumuliform). 285	

Further parallels in these sets of experiments in Colorado and Israel-2 which added to the 286	

credibility of both, were that no viable seeding effects occurred at “cloud top” temperatures 287	

above -12° C or below -21°C.  The high temperature cutoff was attributed to the low nucleating 288	

activity of the silver iodide nuclei used to seed their respective clouds, low crystal growth rates, 289	

and the shallowness of clouds having those warmer tops.  The low temperature cutoff of seeding 290	

effects was thought to be due to the high natural concentrations of ice believed to exist at cloud 291	

top temperatures <-21°C where AgI would have little impact (amplifying the importance of not 292	

having ice multiplication occur). 293	

The final parallel reported between the experiments in Colorado and Israel, and one that 294	
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was also critical to the credibility of the statistical results, was that the effect of seeding had been 295	

to create more hours of precipitation; it had not increased its intensity (e.g., Chappell et al. 1971, 296	

in Colorado; G86; GG87 in Israel-2)14.  The duration finding was again compatible with the kind 297	

of seeding carried out in each experiment, termed, “static seeding”, where relatively low 298	

concentrations of AgI are released into the clouds to initiate precipitation that otherwise would 299	

not have occurred (Dennis 1980; National Academy of Sciences 2003).   300	

Thus, in every way, despite the differences in the clouds seeded, the reports from the 301	

experiments in Colorado and in Israel “cross pollinated” one another, helping to increase their 302	

mutual credibility.   303	

 304	

4.  The Fall 305	

 306	

a. The erosion of the experimenters’ cloud reports, and ultimately, the foundation for 307	

the belief that cloud seeding had increased rainfall 308	

 309	

Reversals of the descriptions of the “ripe-for-seeding” Israeli clouds began to appear in 310	

1988 when it was reported that rain fell from clouds with tops >-10°C (R88), contrary to the 311	

experimenters’ many cloud reports.  In six flights on shower days a few years later by Levin 312	

(1992; 1994; Levin et al 1996, Table 4),  high concentrations (10’s to 100’s per liter) of ice 313	

particles were encountered near the tops of clouds ranging from just -6°C to -13°C (Figure 1, 314	

																																																													
10 Ben-Zvi and Fanar (1996) contradicted the results of Gagin and Gabriel (1987) reporting that 

rainfall intensities had been increased on seeded days in Israel-2, contrary to expectations due to 

kind of seeding (“static”) that had been conducted. 
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crosses).  The values reported by Levin et al. (1996) indicated that ice multiplication is rampant 315	

in Israeli clouds (Figure 3) and supported the conclusions in R88.15   Radar observations by 316	

Rosenfeld and Gagin (1989) showed that rain initiates in Israeli cumuliform clouds between -5°C 317	

and -10°C when temperatures, estimated by using pseudo-adiabatic lapse rates, are added to their 318	

Figure 1.  This is precisely what was reported in a similar figure using the IMS radar by GN74. 319	

Ramanathan et al. (2001) using satellite-derived effective radius measurements confirmed 320	

the Rosenfeld and Gagin (1989) and GN74a reports that precipitation onset in Israeli clouds with 321	

tops between -5°C and -8°C, typically when cloud depth is between 2.5 and 3.5 km.  Ramanthan 322	

et al. however, attributed their finding to the presence of dust aerosols rather than reporting that it 323	

was a general characteristic of Israeli clouds.   That was to be found later. 324	

Freud et al. 2015, however, attributed the early formation of precipitation in Israeli clouds 325	

that they observed in tops ascending through -3°C to -5°C, to a “sea spray cleansing” of pollution 326	

aerosols from clouds by the Mediterranean Sea.  This “cleansing” they asserted, allowed large 327	

droplets to form in clouds as they moved over the Mediterranean Sea toward and into Israel.  The 328	

presence of large droplets made them conducive to early precipitation formation (and ice 329	

multiplication), “even before AgI can take effect,” Freud et al. wrote. 330	

The early idea Israeli clouds are solely continental in character as had been reported by 331	

the original experimenters, that is, that they were characterized solely by very high droplet 332	

concentrations (500-1500 cm-3 ) and a narrow droplet spectrum throughout, has been revised due 333	

to these later reports. Cloud droplet concentrations in Israeli clouds are only moderately high, 334	

from 200-500 cm-3, or “semi-continental,” with exceptions that concern shallow boundary layer 335	

																																																													
15 Due to the likely contribution of probe shattering artifacts in the Levin measurements, values half those 

reported by Levin are also plotted in Figure 3, an overestimate of artifact contributions. 
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clouds in light winds in polluted conditions. 336	

When these new reports of ice and precipitation onset in Israeli clouds are integrated into 337	

the nomogram of Rangno and Hobbs (1988, Figure 316), the clouds of Israel are compatible in ice 338	

onset with similar clouds having similar base temperatures.  They no longer standout with the 339	

new cloud reports as having to be significantly colder than similar clouds as had been indicated 340	

in the early cloud studies by the experimenters (e.g., G75).  Moreover, with the lower droplet 341	

concentrations (e.g., Levin et al. 1996) and with cloud base temperatures averaging 8°C to 9°C, 342	

(GN74, G75), the Israeli clouds now also fall where Mossop’s (1978) nomogram predicts that ice 343	

multiplication will occur. 344	

As with other clouds, dust is not required for enhanced ice concentrations; rather, just a 345	

broad droplet spectrum is required for Cumulus cloud tops that ascend to below freezing 346	

temperatures.  With their relatively warm cloud bases, ranging from 5°C to 12°C (RH95a), 347	

modest droplet concentrations and a broad droplet spectrum, the clouds of Israel are indeed, 348	

“ripe”, but not for cloud seeding, but rather for ice multiplication and high ice particle 349	

concentrations.17 350	

 351	

																																																													
16 Updated in RH95a, Figure 12. 
 
17 The HUJ experimenters have conducted many flights into Israeli clouds since 1990 to 

determine their microstructural nature and cloud seeding potential but, in spite of their critical 

importance for cloud seeding,  have not been able to report ice particle concentrations or the 

rapidity at which they develop due to carrying imaging probes on their aircraft that are not 

capable of measuring them accurately (Freud et al. 2015;  D. Rosenfeld, 2019, private 

communication in his review of this manuscript). 
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 b. The effectiveness of airborne line cloud seeding in Israel-1 and Israel-2 352	

 353	

The line-seeding by a single aircraft used in Israel-1 was evaluated in RH95a.  They 354	

concluded that the line-seeding method only could have affected a small fraction of all those that 355	

produce rain in Israel.  It should be emphasized that the aircraft did not “orbit” in updrafts under 356	

promising bases, but merely flew in a line under clouds and showers, whatever their stages, and 357	

in the clear spaces between them, releasing AgI nuclei all the while.  The long seeding path 358	

resulted in untreated clouds going by before the seeding aircraft could return to its starting point. 359	

Levin et al. (1997) also evaluated the aircraft line-seeding method, but for Israel-2, using 360	

the Colorado State University RAMS model with a 0.5 km mesh.  They concluded, using 361	

rawinsonde profiles on typical shower days in Israel to initialize the model, that the aircraft line-362	

seeding method could only have affected a very few clouds under which the aircraft flew.   Their 363	

conclusion, using much more sophisticated calculations than in RH95a, was virtually identical to 364	

it. 365	

c.  The erosion of the statistical results of the first two Israeli cloud seeding 366	

experiments. 367	

 368	

“Experiments with ‘unsuccessful’ results in the first season or two may often not be 369	

reported at all. As a result the experiments whose results are published would be those with 370	

initial ‘successes’ which are usually followed, sooner or later, by less ‘successful’ 371	

seasons.”             -----K. R. Gabriel (1967a), quoting a personal communication  372	

           from fellow statistician, W. Kruskal. 373	

               Israel-1 374	
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 375	

Re-analyses of both Israel-1 and Israel-2 were carried out by RH95a.  Considerable 376	

evidence was found for Type I statistical errors or “lucky draws” in each experiment18.  377	

Ironically, the RH95a findings for Israel-1 and Israel-2 replicated what had happened in the 378	

Climax I and II experiments where each of those experiments was found to have suffered from 379	

“lucky draws” (Mielke 1979), thus continuing a theme of mirroring each other’s results in an 380	

unexpected way.   381	

Brier et al. (1974) had earlier interpreted regional cloud seeding statistics in Lebanon and 382	

Jordan in Israel-1 as evidence of massive downwind and side wind seeding effects on center and 383	

north target seeded days.  RH95a, on the other hand, saw the Brier et al. plots and statistics, in 384	

view of the little seeding that was carried out in Israel-1 in largely unsuitable-for-seeding clouds, 385	

as equally massive counter evidence of a bias in the random draws.    RH95a also calculated that 386	

it was untenable that the small amount of AgI released in Israel-1 created the amount of rain over 387	

the vast area that Brier et al. had concluded that rain had been increased.   388	

Sharon’s (1978) study that indicated that rainfall areas were larger on seeded days than 389	

on control days can be seen as compatible with a Type I statistical error or a “lucky draw.”   390	

Stronger storms on seeded days, rather than seeding effects, are more likely to have produced the 391	

larger areas of rain that Sharon (1978) attributed to seeding.    392	

Another “red flag” in Israel-1 indicating something was likely amiss was that the little 393	

seeded BZ between the “center” and the “north” targets exhibited the greatest statistical 394	

																																																													
18 The HUJ experimenters changed evaluation techniques from Israel-1 to Israel-2 in reporting a 

second seeding success and did not pursue the several methods of evaluation outlined in GN74 

and here. 
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significance of either north or center targets (e.g., Wurtele 1971; GN74a).  As noted, the Chief 395	

Meteorologist of the Israeli experiments, (quoted by Wurtele 1971) in his own wind analysis, 396	

concluded that the BZ could only have been inadvertently seeded a miniscule amount of the time 397	

that seeding took place. 398	

RH95a in their own low-level wind analysis reached a conclusion similar to that of the 399	

“Chief Meteorologist” quoted by Wurtele.  RH95a focused on those times when rain was falling 400	

in Israel at within 90 min of the time of the Bet Dagan, Israel, rawinsonde launch, replicating 401	

those times when seeding would have been expected to be taking place.  The very narrow wind 402	

direction envelope with rain falling (see wind rose in Figure 1) suggests that it would have taken 403	

a fairly negligent pilot to have inadvertently seeded the BZ on center-seeded days if he had been 404	

instructed not to.   405	

Adding to this picture of an uneven draw that favored heavier natural rain in the BZ on 406	

center seeded days was greater rainfall on those same days at coastline locations too close to 407	

have been affected by a fallout of rain from cloud base seeding (RH95a).  This same conclusion 408	

about the coastal zone having been unaffected by seeding had been reached earlier on several 409	

occasions by the experimenters (Neumann et al. 1967 N19; Gabriel 1967a; Gabriel and Baras 410	

1970 N; Gabriel 1979).   411	

 Thus, the totality of evidence above for Israel-1 best supports the “lucky draw” 412	

hypothesis (Type I statistical error) that created the misperception of increased rainfall due to  413	

																																																													

19 “After some 2 ½ seasons of operational seeding (i. e., “randomized”—author’s insertion for 

clarity) experience, it was noticed that flying was effectively limited in such a way as to affect 

only the interior parts of the two areas.”  This was repeated by Gabriel (1979). 
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seeding.  This conclusion is compatible with too little seeding in Israel-1 and one also compatible 414	

with today’s knowledge that the clouds of Israel are mostly unreceptive to producing significant 415	

rain through glaciogenic seeding with AgI (e.g., R88, Freud et al. 2015).   416	

Moreover, the findings of Freud et al. (2015) have undercut the multi-faceted hypothesis 417	

of Rosenfeld (1997) who tried to the explain the high seed/no seed ratios in the immediate 418	

coastal zone of Israel-1 as due to a “blowback” of cloud seeding material.  He posited that 419	

seeding material released in westerly or southwesterly flow at cloud base offshore was 420	

eventually caught in low-level, offshore-flowing easterlies below cloud base as the AgI diffused 421	

downward and eastward into Israel.    At that point, a portion of the seeding plume reversed 422	

course and headed to the west or northwest.  It not only went offshore,  but offshore far enough 423	

that it got ingested into the bases of ripe-for-seeding clouds at locations far enough upwind so 424	

that when the AgI rose up the several km required to where the errant AgI could activate, it then 425	

triggered ice crystals that grew and fell out as rain on the coastal zone.    These many-linked 426	

conjectures “explained” the high seed/no seed ratios on seeded days along the coast according to 427	

Rosenfeld (1997).   428	

The ripe-for-seeding clouds hypothesized by Rosenfeld (1997), ones awaiting the errant 429	

seeding plume moving westward and offshore, however, have been shown to be mirages, among 430	

other unrealistic aspects of this hypothesis addressed in RH97b. 431	

 432	

Israel-2 433	

 434	

 The convincing results for the north target of Israel-2 with so many supporting 435	

arguments, were compromised when the full results of the experiment were reported (Gabriel 436	
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and Rosenfeld 1990).  Gabriel and Rosenfeld found that the crossover analysis of Israel-2 437	

resulted in no apparent seeding effect (-2%), reversing the former “optimistic results” of seeding, 438	

they wrote.    439	

The major culprit?    440	

Unusually heavy rain on north target seeded days also fell in the unseeded south target, 441	

the north’s control area in the crossover design.  How heavy were those rains in the south target 442	

on north target seeded days?   443	

Quoting Gabriel and Rosenfeld (1990) on their extraordinary discovery in this regard:  444	

the south target rainfall was “several standard errors above the normal daily amount” and it was 445	

“clearly statistically significant20.”  Any real seeding effect in the north may have been canceled 446	

out in a crossover type of evaluation.   Gabriel and Rosenfeld (1990) were not able to clarify 447	

whether there had been real increases in rain the north target area (13%) and decreases in the 448	

south (-15% or more), as their results suggested, or whether there had been no seeding effects at 449	

all in both targets.    450	

However, the statistically-significant results using one of the several evaluation methods, 451	

the target/control scheme, held out hope that cloud seeding had nevertheless increased rainfall. 452	

Rosenfeld and Farbstein (1992, hereafter, RF92) capitalized on the possibility of actual 453	

“divergent” effects due to seeding suggested by Gabriel and Rosenfeld (1990).  They 454	

hypothesized that the increases and decreases in rainfall due to seeding in the two targets were 455	

real and were were due to the presence or absence of “dust.”  Surface weather observations for 456	

the presence of dust or haze were examined by RF92 and those days where one or more Israeli 457	

																																																													
20 The random draw sequence for Israel-2 was markedly different from than the one for Israel-1.  

In Israel-2 long strings of the same random decision occurred whereas in Israel-1 they did not. 
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surface stations reported “dust-haze” were separated from days without dust-haze and the results 458	

of seeding re-evaluated.  The elimination of numerous “dust-haze” days led to improved seeding 459	

results in the north target (RF92).   460	

There were several assumptions in the dust-haze hypothesis of RF92:  1) a report of dust-461	

haze at the ground meant that the clouds aloft  had been deeply impacted by dust-haze, 2) the 462	

kind of dust that the clouds ingested led to large cloud droplets that in turn, 3) led to both the 463	

formation of rain through an all liquid process (collisions of droplets with coalescence), and,  if 464	

cool enough at cloud top, to high ice particle concentrations.   465	

They further hypothesized that when seeded, such clouds affected by dust-haze 466	

developed too many natural ice crystals for effective rain at the ground.  The more numerous, 467	

smaller ice crystals in clouds on seeded days with dust resulted in less rain because the smaller, 468	

more numerous ice crystals evaporated on the way down before they could become raindrops.   469	

In this “divergent effects” hypothesis by RF92, it was recognized that most of the clouds 470	

of Israel have naturally high ice particle concentrations, but solely due to dust-haze, except for a 471	

portion of those clouds in which, by inference, RF92 still deemed as “ripe-for-seeding” when 472	

dust-haze was not affecting them.   RF92’s findings also meant that the clouds of Israel generally 473	

did not contain modest droplet concentrations with a broad droplet spectra without dust.  The 474	

latter combination would still make such clouds ready to produce high ice particle concentrations 475	

at slight to modest supercooled cloud top temperatures and unsuitable for producing appreciable 476	

results from AgI seeding.  There were no in-cloud measurements to support the RF92 hypothesis 477	

concerning the effect of dust beyond ground ice nuclei measurements (Gagin 1965) and soil 478	

particles in rainwater (Levi and Rosenfeld 1996). 479	

RH95a, inspired by the RF92 re-analysis of Israel-2 and the “dust hypothesis”, carried 480	
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out another, but wider re-analysis, one that incorporated data from Lebanon21  and Jordan.  481	

RH95a concluded that a Type 1 statistical error (lucky draw) had occurred in Israel-2 north target 482	

seeded days and that it had produced the misperceptions of increased rain in the north target area 483	

(Type I statistical error, or “lucky draw”) and one of decreased rain in the south target area (Type 484	

II statistical error, or “unlucky draw”.)  Namely, there were no “divergent” effects of seeding, as 485	

hypothesized by RF92.  The RH95a conclusion was reached because not only did the south 486	

target experience unusually heavy rain on north target seeded days (the south’s control day for 487	

the single area seed/no seed ratio), but sites in Lebanon and Jordan also experienced heavier rain 488	

on north target seeded days.  Thus, rain wasn’t decreased on south target seeded days as 489	

hypothesized by RF92, but rather excessive rain on the south’s control days produced an 490	

appearance of decreases due to seeding when only average rain fell on its seeded days.   491	

 Furthermore, since cloud tops are warmer and lower as a rule in the South target in Israel 492	

than in northern Israel (GN74a; RH95a) it is difficult to accept the proposition by RF92, and 493	

later by Rosenfeld and Nirel (1996),  that clouds in southern Israel could have been “overseeded” 494	

due to dust combined with AgI. 495	

It was also observed in the wider analysis by RH95a that the rain gauges used by the 496	

experimenters in the small coastal control zone as a control for the north target constituted an 497	

anomaly in the regional pattern of heavier rainfall on the north target’s seeded days.  The narrow 498	

																																																													
21	In 1969 the Israel Rain Committee, formed by Mekorot, Israel’s national water company, was 

responsible for overseeing the design of the Israel-2 experiment.  They recommended that 

rainfall data from Lebanon be incorporated in the evaluations of Israel-2 when it was completed. 

This did not take place in the experimenters’ many published evaluations; such data may not 

have been available to them. 
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coastal control zone did not reflect the regionally wide heavier rainfall.  This enigma was not 499	

resolved by RH95a but was resolved later by Levin et al. (2010). 500	

 Levin et al. (2010) addressed the question of synoptic bias in Israel-2 and found that 501	

synoptic factors had, indeed, compromised Israel-2.   Stronger upper low centers were in the 502	

eastern Mediterranean accompanied by stronger low-level winds on the north target’s seeded 503	

days.  These stronger storms “drove” the Israel-2 statistical results when the coastal control zone 504	

was used.  The stronger lower level winds created a pseudo-seeding effect by intensifying the 505	

maximum rainfall from the coastal control zone toward the hilly regions of the target, the rain 506	

amplified by orographic effects.    507	

The re-analyses by Levin et al. (2010) of the Israel-2 north target and of operational 508	

seeding, as did that of RH95a, drew vigorous commentary from seeding partisans (Ben-Zvi et al. 509	

2011), with an effective “Reply” by Levin et al. (2011).   The INWA was not inspired to resume 510	

operational seeding based on the arguments of Ben-Zvi et al. 2011.  Instead, the INWA has 511	

moved on to a new experiment to test seeding effects. 512	

 513	

e. The Israel-3 randomized experiment, the longest, least known cloud seeding 514	

experiment ever carried out. 515	

 516	

 While operational seeding began in northern Israel in 197522 triggered by reports of rain 517	

increases due to seeding in Israel-2 for its north target (GN76), a new daily randomized seeding 518	

experiment, called Israel-3, began in an expanded region of the former south target of Israel-2.  519	

																																																													
22 Goldreich (2003) reported that operational seeding took place during the 1968-69 rain season 

that fell between Israel-1 and 2. 
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This larger target required a longer line-seeding path by the aircraft.    Changes in the ground 520	

seeding network in Israel-3 from Israel-2, if any, have not been reported.   521	

The results of this experiment began to appear in the literature in 1992, 17 years after it 522	

began in RF9223.  RF92 reported that there was a non-statistically significant indication that rain 523	

had been decreased by about 8%.  A similar interim report was presented by Nirel and Rosenfeld 524	

(1994).  The final result of cloud seeding in Israeli 3 was reported by Rosenfeld (1998).   After 525	

20 winter seasons and 936 daily random decisions, there was an indication of a 9% decrease in 526	

rainfall (non-statistically significant) due to seeding.   Several exploratory analyses were put 527	

forward by Rosenfeld (1998), however, that suggested might have been increased in some 528	

situations. 529	

The suggestion of appreciable decreases in rain on seeded days in Israel-3 constituted a 530	

discouraging blow to the daily randomization of cloud seeding experiments as did Israel-2.  It 531	

would not be expected in an experiment of so many daily randomizations over 20 winter seasons, 532	

with no effect on rainfall due to seeding (as concluded by Rosenfeld 1998), that a statistical 533	

result could drift as far as -9% from an expected null result.   An unbiased random draw of rain 534	

days would have been expected to have produced a result near zero indicated effect. 535	

There are four major conclusions that can be drawn from Israel-3: 1) the result 536	

corroborates the lack of increased rain due to seeding in Israel-1 and Israel-2;  2) the results of all 537	

of these experiments, en toto, might be ascribed to a poor seeding methodology that led to 538	

ineffective coverage and cloud treatment; 3) daily randomization has not proved to be the 539	

																																																													
23 The lack of timely reporting of indications of decreased rain on seeded days in Israel-3 made 

Gabriel's (1967a) statement appear as "prophesy" for his own experiments; that negative seeding  

results may not be reported at all. 
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panacea for cloud seeding experiments that it was hoped to be; 4) and probably the most 540	

important factor impacting all of these results;  the clouds of Israel are, overall, unreceptive for 541	

the production of meaningful increases in rain through AgI seeding due to their naturally high 542	

precipitating efficiency and readiness for early natural ice formation at slightly supercooled 543	

temperatures. 544	

 545	

 f.  Evaluations of operational cloud seeding, 1975-2007. 546	

 547	

Due to the RH95 re-analyses of the Israeli cloud seeding experiments, the ensuing 548	

exhaustive commentaries and replies in 1997, and Levin et al.’s 1997 modeling study that 549	

indicated airborne seeding at cloud base was ineffective, the Israel National Water Authority 550	

(INWA) formed an independent panel of experts to evaluate the results of operational seeding to 551	

increase runoff into the Sea of Galilee.  The final evaluation by Kessler et al. (2006, in Hebrew), 552	

distilled by Sharon et al. (2008), did not find evidence that cloud seeding had been increasing 553	

runoff.   This was contrary to seeding expectations based on many earlier reports suggesting 554	

runoff increases in streams and springs over whole seeding seasons (Benjamini and Harpaz 555	

1986; Ben-Zvi et al. 1987; 1988; Ben-Zvi and Fanhar (1996); Sharon 1990; and in an updated 556	

report on operational seeding results through 1990 by Nirel and Rosenfeld (1995).   A second 557	

independent analysis of the operational seeding program by Levin et al. 2010 corroborated the 558	

findings of Kessler et al (2006) and Sharon et al. (2008). 559	

Due to the findings in Kessler (2006), operational seeding, in Israel as it was originally 560	

formulated, was terminated at the end of the 2007 winter season (Sharon et al. 2008).   These 561	

results meant that millions of dollars might have been wasted on operational cloud seeding in 562	
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Israel for over 30 years, findings that weighed heavily on the HUJ experimenters whose work the 563	

operational seeding had begun under.  This was not to go unchallenged. 564	

The first HUJ response to interim findings of Kessler et al (2002) of no seeding results 565	

was by Givati and Rosenfeld (2005).  While agreeing no additional runoff due to seeding was 566	

occurring in the operational seeding program, they argued that air pollution was masking seeding 567	

effects; decreasing rain as much seeding was increasing it, leading to a null seeding result.   568	

The air pollution claims, while superficially credible, were evaluated by several 569	

independent groups and scientists:  Alpert et al. (2008); Halfon et al. (2009); Levin 2009; and 570	

addressed in a review by Ayers and Levin (2009).  All these independent re-analyses and reviews 571	

of the hypothesized effect of air pollution on rainfall found the argument that air pollution had 572	

canceled seeding-induced increases in rain unconvincing. 573	

Givati and Rosenfeld (2009) contested the findings of Alpert et al. 2008 and submitted a 574	

wider analysis that used more gauges than they had previously.  Alpert et al. (2009) responded to 575	

the new data presented by Givati and Rosenfeld (2009) showing that the new data of Givati and 576	

Rosenfeld (2009) had inadvertently strengthened the original Alpert et al. (2008).   577	

The bottom line was that rain gauges could be found that could support either a pollution 578	

effect or a no effect of pollution claim, thus it was not a robust claim having much veracity.  579	

Thom (1957) first noted, that virtually any result can be found via cherry-picking of control 580	

gauges amid many candidates to prove a seeding effect.24 581	

More than any words here can demonstrate, it was the INWA’s decision to terminate and 582	

not resume operational seeding of the Sea of Galilee catchment that was the final arbiter in 583	

																																																													
24 There are more than 500 standard gauges and 82 recording gauges in Israel from which to 

extract seeding effects (A. Vardi, Deputy Director, the IMS, 1987, private correspondence). 
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settling which of the above arguments were the most convincing to them, the funder of cloud 584	

seeding. 585	

Instead of relying on the questionable work of the past, the INWA began a new, long-586	

term randomized cloud seeding experiment in 2013 in the Golan Heights, termed “Israel-4.”   It 587	

is hoped that orographically-enhanced clouds found in the high terrain there will be viable 588	

seeding candidates unlike other wintertime clouds in Israel.  In starting from scratch, the 589	

INWA’s action spoke implicitly to the lack of credibility of the many reports of significant ly 590	

increased rainfall attributed to seeding by HUJ experimenters over the years. 591	

 592	

5.    Summary 593	

 594	

 The Bulletin reader may wonder at this point how so many flawed cloud reports and only 595	

the partial statistical results of a major, benchmark cloud seeding experiment could be cleared for 596	

the peer-reviewed literature, literature that led to a scientific consensus that cloud seeding had 597	

been proved in Israel--a consensus that affected a wide range of stakeholders, including Israel’s 598	

own government?   599	

There is a multi-pronged answer to this question:  1) the cloak of daily randomization 600	

likely misled experimenters who expected a neutral random draw considering the length of the 601	

Israeli experiments and dismissed the possibilities of natural bias; 2) inadequate and/or conflicted 602	

(“friendly”) peer reviews of manuscripts that, in retrospect, demanded too little of the 603	

experimenters; 3) a lack of full reporting of experimental results by the experimenters (i. e., all of 604	

Israel-2 when it was concluded, and those from Israel-3 in a “timely manner” as suggested by the 605	
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AMS in its “Guidelines” for Professional Conduct25).  But perhaps the most important element of 606	

all, was the experimenters’ inability to discern the natural character of their efficiently 607	

precipitating clouds that cost them and the Israeli people so much.   608	

Moreover, the original experimenters rebuffed independent airborne research efforts to 609	

measure the interesting properties of their clouds over the years26.  610	

Why?   611	

It’s clear that outside researchers would have quickly discovered the true nature of Israeli 612	

clouds and illuminated the HUJ experimenters on them.   613	

And why did it take the HUJ experimenters 35 years after they monitored them with two 614	

radars, one that was vertically-pointed and over flown by their aircraft to validate cloud tops 615	

(G80, Rosenfeld 1980) to discover that the clouds entering Israel had been “sea spray cleansed” 616	

and formed precipitation at modest cloud top heights and temperatures? 617	

Too, the absence of efforts by the original experimenters to examine the natural weather 618	

patterns, storm draws, leaving it to outsiders, speaks volumes to an entrenched confirmation bias. 619	

 620	

6.  Reflections on the rise and fall of Israeli cloud seeding. 621	

 622	

Given this account, one cannot help but ask if the full results of Israel-2 had been 623	

reported in a timely manner, as well as those from Israel-3, as it proceeded, and if the 624	
																																																													
25 In 1988 the AMS dropped its "Code of Ethics" that described the requirements and attributes of 

professional conduct as a member, downgrading those elements to, "guidelines", a word 

synonymous with "suggestions." 

26	G. Vali, 1986; Mason, Sir B. J., 1997, personal communications, available on request.   
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experimenters had gotten the Israeli cloud microstructure correct from the outset, would the 625	

Israeli government would have pursued operational seeding of the Sea of Galilee watershed with 626	

no viable result at a cost of $20 million or more over the 32 years following the conclusion of 627	

Israel-2?    628	

 It is also evident that it is unwise to have the same scientists who carried out a seeding 629	

experiment, or personnel within their home institutions, evaluate its results or report on the 630	

potential of clouds for seeding purposes.   Independent evaluations by those not having vested 631	

interests (operational or otherwise) in cloud seeding should be mandatory.  The Israeli’s showed 632	

us the way with the INWA’s brave move to have an independent panel of experts evaluate their 633	

long-term operational cloud seeding effort. 634	

 Moreover, the HUJ cloud seeding experimenters have been inexplicably stymied for more 635	

than 25 years in their airborne efforts to measure a critical parameter necessary to fully evaluate 636	

the seeding potential of their clouds: ice particle concentrations and the rapidity of their 637	

development. 638	

 It is urgent for the people of Israel and the Israel National Water Authority, as it was for the 639	

original experimenters,  that extensive, independent airborne measurements of Israeli clouds 640	

carried out soon by groups not relying on cloud seeding funding, and whose aircraft 641	

instrumentation can measure ice particle concentrations reliably in Israeli clouds.642	
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sidebar 1 961	

  “Almost every review of the status of weather modification published since 1970 has 962	

described the Israeli experiments as providing the most convincing evidence available 963	

anywhere that cloud seeding can, in fact, increase average rainfall over an area. The 964	

credibility of the reported rainfall increases from Israel I and Israel II is due to impressive 965	

compilations of statistics and to Dr. Gagin 's cloud physics studies, which provided a 966	

plausible explanation for the rainfall increases suggested by the statistical analyses.” 967	

    --------------A. S. Dennis (1989), part of his preface to the   968	

      Memorial Issue of the J. Appl. Meteor. 969	

Sidebar 2 970	

“The body of inferred physical evidence appears to support the claims of physical 971	

plausibility for-the positive statistical results of the replicated Israeli experiments I and·II (Gagin 972	

and Neumann, 1981) and helps to explain, in retrospect why these experiments were so 973	

successful, and others were not (Tukey et al., 1978; Kerr, 1982).”   974	

       ------B. A. Silverman (1986) 975	

Side bar 3 976	

“Experiments with ‘unsuccessful’ results in the first season or two may often not be 977	

reported at all. As a result the experiments whose results are published would be those with 978	

initial ‘successes’ which are usually followed, sooner or later, by less ‘successful’ 979	

seasons.”             -----K. R. Gabriel (1967a), quoting a personal communication  980	

           from fellow statistician, W. Kruskal. 981	

 982	

 983	
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 984	

 985	

 986	

Figure 1.  Map of Israel showing the north and center target areas (shaded) and the buffer zone 987	

for Israel-1. (after Gabriel 1967a). The wind rose shows the percentage of the time that the 850-988	

hPa wind was from a particular direction when rain was falling at the time of or within 90 min 989	

of, the rawinsonde launch time and at, or within 60 km of, the rawinsonde launch site. 990	
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 991	

Figure 2.  Map of Israel showing the two target areas and the buffer zone for Israel-2. The solid. lines 992	

with arrows denote the flight tracks along which artificial seeding was carried out. The circles show 993	

locations of IMS rain gauges. The triangle shows the location of the IMS 3-cm radar and rawinsonde 994	

launch site at Bet Dagan. The light shading shows terrain between 300 and 600 m MSL, and the. darker 995	

shading terrain above 600 m MSL. The wind rose shows the per-centage of the time that the 850-hPa 996	

wind was from a particular direction when rain was falling at the time, or within 90 min, of the 997	

rawinsonde launch time and at, or within 60 km, of the rawinsonde launch site.  998	
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 999	

Figure 3.  Ice crystal concentrations vs. cloud top temperature (dots), including the least squares 1000	

regression (dashed line) for these data (after Gagin 1975).  In the original equation shown, the 1001	

letter “C” denotes ice crystal concentration and the letter “T”, the cloud top temperature.   The 1002	

solid line with the open triangles denotes average ice nucleus spectrum.  The “X’s” are ice 1003	

crystal concentrations measured by Levin et al. (1996); the squares are one-half those values 1004	
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reported by Levin et al. (1996) to take in possible shattering artifacts.  The upper dashed line 1005	

represents a criteria suggested by Hobbs (1969) above which the observed concentrations of ice 1006	

crystals qualify as a case of “ice multiplication.” 1007	


